**The Oklahoma Journal**

**Girl To Beat**

Mrs. Oly, Kelly Lynn Beavers, became the first double winner in the history of the Poppy Festival by winning the 1968 edition and the 1972 edition at the 19th annual coronation of Miss Oklahoma at the State Fair. Mrs. Oly, who is a senior at the University of Oklahoma, will become the girl to beat for the title of Miss Oklahoma for the 1973 competition.

**Mexico Offers Asylum**

**Club Quiz Links Sooner**

**TOP GI IMPLICATED**

**IN ARMY PX PROBE**

**Alicoto Sues ‘Look’ For $12.5 Million**

**False Addresses Weeded Out By Officials**

**Frisco Mayor Denies Mafia Ties**

**Boycott Chief Hints School Board Race**

**Da Nang Shelled By Reds**

**Integration Delayed**

**U.S. Delivering Jets To Israelis**

**Students Now Adults’**

**Bus Busing Skirted?**

**Pea Lost By Rapist**

**Wooldridge Is Stripped Of Medal**
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Salary Proposal To Keep Data Staff Busy

OU Has 9,000 Pre-Enroll

Saturday Specials!

Save as much as 46% on timely most wanted new fall items...

Junior and Junior Petite

DRESS SALE!

One of our famous junior dress makers gave us a special purchase at great savings!

Some Regularly Priced Up to $28.00

$14.99

Dillard's
Brown-Dunkin

DILLARD'S BROWN-DUNKIN OPEN SATURDAY 10 A.M. 'TIL 6 P.M.
SHEPHERD MALL N.W. 23rd & VILLA PHO 943.1366

Broken Leg, Halls Talk

Annexation Proposed By Creech

Dillard’s
Brown-Dunkin

Annexation Proposed By Creech

Dillard’s
Brown-Dunkin

SATURDAY ONLY

is it possible for us to give you our best “top-of-the-line” Sofas, Chairs, Sleepers, Bedding at discounts of 20-33% & more

Your Choice

$66

Your Choice

$88

Your Choice

$144

Your Choice

$166

3 for $66

Your Choice

$77

Your Choice

$114

Your Choice

$153

Regularly 99.95 to 109.90

Regularly 109.95 to 119.95

Regularly 168.95

Regularly 223.95 to 348.95

Bellmon’s Seniority Just Myth

It’s a plaid, plaid world in Values as timely as a bonfire!

SHIRTS-SKIRTS-JUMPERS

$5.99

$7.99

$7.99

Your two favorite pant styles... Pleat leg or straight leg... in new fall colors!

100% Nylon Knit

STRETCH PANTS

Your Choice

$4.99

$6.99

Regularly 9.95 to 19.95

Regularly 9.95 to 19.95

Regularly 9.95 to 19.95

Regularly 9.95 to 19.95

Original $9.95 to $18.95
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On Trip To West Coast...

Cityans 'See The Stars'

Miss America Finals Excite OBU Campus

State Ban On Busing Proposed

179,216 Sign Drink Petition

First September Weekend Highlighted By Weddings

Journal Entries ... AAUW Groups Plan Events

Impossible Dream

Regime Releases Libyam Prisoner
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TOROS

FLEECE GOLD

O'DAVIS Presents:
The happy family chair...

LA-Z-BOY
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Editorials

Nixon Plan Whetting Appetites?

The Plan looks promising, but it's too early to say exactly what the Nixon Administration intends to do. It's possible that the plan may not be implemented as it is now, but it's also possible that it may be implemented more quickly than expected. The Administration has been known to change its plans and strategies at any time, and it's not unusual for them to do so. The plan looks promising, but it's too early to say exactly what the Nixon Administration intends to do. It's possible that the plan may not be implemented as it is now, but it's also possible that it may be implemented more quickly than expected. The Administration has been known to change its plans and strategies at any time, and it's not unusual for them to do so.

Carol Packs-Em Down In Dallas

Strikers To Stay Off Jobs

Seminole Tribe Sets Festivities

Fund Grows For Family Of Slain Boy

Tulsa Private Escapes From Marine Stockade

Storm Relief Slow Here

Okay Corral vacations temporarily ended.

The PEOPLE'S Voice

Mad As Heck

Dirty

John P. Roche

Nobody Here But Stomachache

Frank Mankiewicz And Tom Brodien

Mr. Nixon's Luck

State Editors Say

Place Blame...Where It Belongs

Billy Graham

GETHSEMANI. I have been praying a lot. The last time I was in a hospital, I was in a lot of pain. I was in a lot of pain. I was in a lot of pain.

ANSWER: It's been a good year for the people and needs to be continued. The people have been praying a lot. The last time I was in a hospital, I was in a lot of pain. I was in a lot of pain. I was in a lot of pain.

OKLAHOMA CITY: The people have been praying a lot. The last time I was in a hospital, I was in a lot of pain. I was in a lot of pain. I was in a lot of pain.

GETHSEMANI. I have been praying a lot. The last time I was in a hospital, I was in a lot of pain. I was in a lot of pain. I was in a lot of pain.
Indians Snap Skein In Split

Jets, Cowboys Mix Tonight

Gonzales Ousted
Laver Glides, To Face Ashe

Bing Says He'll Stay In Detroit

Bulls Trade ForKaufman

Friendly Enemies

Changes Abound In Cowboy Camp

Hurricane Scrimmage To Be Closed

Darnell, Bridges Top OSU Drills

Champ Added To Fight Card

Menke's Clout Spans Giants

Niekro 1-Hits Cincinnati, 11-2

Mar-Can Results

Error Lets Cards Nail Expo, 1-0

OSU In Depth

Post Ahead

AUTO INSURANCE

General Tire

General Tire

General Tire

General Tire

Now! 3-WAY VALUE

All 3 Only

$895

CHARGE IT NOW

6 SEP
EVANS FALL FASHIONS FROLIC!

YOU'RE INVITED to visit Evans and join us in our Fall Fashion Frolic. We're proud of our new full furniture fashions that are arriving daily, and want to show them off. We have items and a vast selection of home furnishings and accessories that we purchased at the recent markets-

the very latest in designs, fabrics and styles. And since we buy in large quantities, we receive sizable discounts which you can take advantage of. So come in to Evans and spend some time looking over all our new "fall fashions." The party's on us!

4-Pc. Colonial Living Room Group... $299

COMPARE AT $429... YOU SAVE $130!

INCLUDES: SOFA, MATCHING CHAIR WITH OTTOMAN & THE PATCHWORK SWIVEL ROCKER!!

A room that is inviting, a room that is comfortable, a room that denotes friendliness and your appreciation for gracious living. It isn't often that you can achieve all that without great expense. This perfectly correlated group features large 3-cushion sofa and matching lounge chair with streamlined foam biscuit backs, padded wings and arms, full box pleated skirts.

Thick foam rubber cushions are reversible for double wear. Ottoman has comfortable padded top. Handsome and inviting swivel rocker boast authentic patch-work seat and back, carved maple trim, full skirt and reversible foam rubber cushion. All 4 pieces are upholstered in a heavy, durable tweed fabric.

If you're planning to buy for your living room, see this group first... at Evans.

EVANS HOME FURNISHINGS • 800 S. WESTERN • OPEN NIGHTS till 9 • SUNDAY 1 to 7 • CONVENIENT CREDIT TERMS • PLENTY OF FREE PARKING